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A wideband transistor IF amplifier is described. A measured model has

a gain of /
t l db and is flat to dbO.l db from 50 to 100 mc. Data on noise

figure, effect of temperature changes and power output are presented. An
electronically variable attenuator is described which is suitable for use in

such an amplifier as part of the AGC circuit.

I. INTRODUCTION

The general objectives of the work discussed in this paper are as

follows

:

(i) To design a wideband IF amplifier suitable for use on heavy-route,

long-haul microwave radio relay systems. 1 '2

(ii) To design a wideband IF amplifier with low power consumption

and good temperature stability for use in microwave radio relay sys-

tems3,4 which may be battery powered and which must operate at out-

door ambient temperatures.

In accordance with these objectives it was decided to design an ampli-

fier to be substantially flat over a 40-mc band centered at 70 mc. Tran-

sistors were chosen as the active elements because of the low bias power

required, and the common-base circuit configuration was selected be-

cause it appeared likely to result in a stable band shape with respect to

temperature.

A part of the initial philosophy was to start with a stable wideband
amplifier. The desired frequency selective circuits could then be added

as linear lumped circuits whose gain and phase properties are in good

control. Such circuits could include any desired gain and phase equaliza-

tion. This approach results in an IF amplifier with an excellent delay

characteristic.
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II. THE IF CIRCUIT56

The common-base configuration was chosen for several reasons. The
transistors available have alpha cutoff frequencies in the region .500-700

me. If these transistors were used in the common-emitter configuration

in this application, the IF band would extend well beyond the beta cut-

off frequency and considerable equalization would be necessary to shape

the IF characteristic. Furthermore, changes in ambient temperature

result in a shift in both alpha and beta cutoff frequencies. The alpha

cutoff is well beyond the IF band but the beta cutoff is not. Hence, for

operation over a reasonably large temperature range, the common-base

stage has better stability with respect to band shape and midband gain.

Simple broadband transformers7 are available which can be used in

the common-base configuration and result in an interstage with at most

one tuning element per stage.

The interstage circuit is shown in Fig. 1(a). L is the stray inductance,

C t the total interstage capacitance, Lb is an inductance added in the

base of transistor Q« , T\ is a wideband transformer and R\ has been

added to help shape the interstage characteristic. This circuit has been

redrawn in Fig. 1(b), where the assumptions have been made that the

output of transistor Qi is a constant current and T\ is an ideal trans-

former with an impedance ratio of 4 : 1 . Transistor Q» has been replaced

by its input impedance, which is considered to be RIN -f- jo>L1N where

both RIN and LIN are functions of frequency. The blocking capacitors

and bias circuits have been omitted. From Fig. 1(b) we see that the out-

put capacitance of transistor Qi ,
the input impedance of transistor Q2 ,

stray inductance L, and resistance Ri form a peaking circuit. The equiv-

alent circuit used to compute the input impedance of Q 2 is shown in

Fig. 1(c). It has been assumed that Zc (l — a) » Z t, and Zc » Z L -f Zh .

In the Appendix it is shown that the frequency response of Fig. 1(b) is

(Rr - m)
2

- (mt + Xl - X c?
(1)AV

where RT = Ri + re + rb

M = (n +7«I*)/(1 +t"
J

)

7 = ///«

re = emitter resistance

n = high-frequency base resistance.

The high-frequency response of this circuit can be controlled by ad-

justing 7?i or Lb . Amplifiers have been built using both schemes. The
effect of changing Ri is to change the Q of the circuit. The effect of adding
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a suitable inductance, Lb , in the base is a little more complicated but

results in a better frequency response.

An inductance in series with the base of a transistor changes the

transistor input impedance by decreasing the resistive part and increas-

ing the reactive part. (See Appendix.) Thus, instead of adjusting R x ,

a variable inductance in series with the base can be used to tune the

interstage. Even though this method of tuning adds inductance to the

emitter circuit it does not decrease the bandwidth of that portion of the

response which is flat to a few tenths of a decibel. In fact if Ri and Lb

are properly chosen, the amplifier will be compensated over a wide

frequency range. This is demonstrated in Figs. 2, 3, 4. Fig. 2(a) shows

the measured responses of the peaking circuit with and without added
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Fig. 2 — (a) Measured responses of series peaking circuit, (b) circuit used to

measure interstage series peaking response.
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transistor.

inductance in the base circuit. The circuit measured is shown in Fig.

2(b). The computed curves are identical to the measured ones when the

following parameters are used in (1) :

fa = 600 mc

L - 0.02/xh

Tb = 50 ohms

U = 0.05/zh

re = 3 ohms

VCB = -10v

Ik = 10 ma

RT = 115 ohms when Lh — 0.05/zh

R T = 110 ohms when Lb = 0.

Fig. 3 shows the computed response of a single stage and computed

and measured responses for eight identical interstages, with no added

inductance in the base lead. The transistor parameters are as listed

above. Lb = and 7?i = 54 ohms. For the computed responses a has

been assumed equal to one and the transformers ideal. Since these

assumptions are not exactly true, the measured response can be expected

to be poorer than the computed response. The midband insertion gain

between 75-ohm impedances is 41 db.

Fig. 4 shows the computed responses of a single interstage with twro

bias conditions and the measured response of eight interstages with

inductance added in the base lead. The bias conditions for curve 1 are

Vcb = — 10v and I K = 10 ma; for curve 2, V IB = — 6v and I E = ma.

The bias conditions for the measured response are the same as for curve
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Fig. 4 — Amplitude-frequency response with inductance added in base of

transistor.

2 in all except the last two stages which are discussed later. As suggested

by Fig. 4, reducing the bias power results in some sacrifice in bandwidth.

The final selection of bias conditions is a compromise between a flat

response over the desired bandwidth and low power consumption for

the amplifier. For the computation of curve 2 the circuit parameters

are:

fa m 400 mc

Tb = 50 ohms

/-,. = 4.3 ohms

CT = 4.5MM f

Lb = 0.05/xh

L = 0.02Mh

Ri = 59 ohms

The measured midband insertion gain between 75-ohm impedances is

41 db for eight interstages. The dc power consumption is 0.7 watt.

III. INPUT AND OUTPUT CIRCUITS

A complete schematic; diagram of the amplifier with a matched input

circuit and two output circuits, is shown in Fig. 5. The input circuit

shown is similar to the interstages in that a resistor is added in series

with the emitter to provide the proper input resistance of 75 ohms, and

a capacitor is shunted across the input to peak the circuit at higher

frequencies. The return loss of the amplifier input as a function of fre-

quency is shown in Fig. 6.
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measured at 75 ohms.

The input conditions for operation with a low noise figure are discussed

in Section VIII.

Two output circuits are shown in Fig. 5. One output circuit consists of

a broadband transformer and a shunt peaking circuit. The other has a

double-tuned transformer and is shown as the alternate output circuit

in Fig. 5. The return losses of the two output circuits, measured at 75

ohms, are given in Fig. 7. The double-tuned transformer adds a measured

variation of about one-tenth of a db to the frequency response. All data

discussed in this paper were taken with the output circuit having the

broadband transformer.

The AGC detectors shown in Fig. 5 have been designed so as to have

no effect upon the frequency response. AGC problems are discussed in

Section IX.

IV. POWER OUTPUT AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The power output of the amplifier depends upon the bias conditions

in the output transistors, which in turn depend upon the maximum

ambient temperature expected. The last two transistors in Fig. 5 have

increased bias currents to allow for increased power output. The bias is

arranged so that the rated junction temperature is not exceeded at the

high end of the ambient temperature range, 130°F.

The compression characteristic of this amplifier for a single frequency

sine wave input at 70 mc is given in Fig. 8. In addition to this information

it is desirable to know the frequency response as a function of output
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Fig. 7 — Return loss vs frequency for output circuits of IF amplifier of Fig. 5
measured at 75 ohms.

level. This is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) shows the response for an output

power of +G dbm and a negligible compression. Fig. 9(b) shows responses

for several other levels where it is to be noted that while the details of

the responses have been preserved, the level differences between the

curves have not.

V. TEMPERATURE-FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The frequency response as a function of temperature has been ob-

tained for the amplifier that does not have added inductance in the base

circuit. The data are presented in Fig. 10, plotted relative to the gain at

50 mc. The 50-mc gain decreases at high temperatures and increases at

low temperatures. The total change in 50-mc gain in the range — 40°F

to +130°F is under 2 db.

VI. TRANSFORMERS

The interstage transformers used in this amplifier have been described

elsewhere7 and only a brief description is given here. These transformers

are of a transmission line type and consist of a short bifilar winding on a

small nickel-zinc ferrite toroidal core. The winding is formed by twisting

a pair of wires and then winding the pair on the core. Fig. 11 is a sche-

matic of the transformer and a plot of the measured frequency response

into resistive terminations. The turns ratio is 2: 1.

This type of transformer may be regarded as an ideal transformer in
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series with a transmission line whose electrical length equals that of the

bifilar winding. The analysis in this paper has assumed only the ideal

transformer, which is reasonable as long as the winding is short compared

to a wavelength at the highest frequency of interest.

The permeability and Q of this ferrite has been optimized in this fre-

quency range to give minimum loss. With this ferrite and a winding 1.6

inches long, the transformer has the performance shown in Fig. 11.

VII. GAIN PER STAGE

All of the current gain is obtained from the interstage transformer so

the maximum current gain per stage using a transformer with an im-

pedance ratio of 4 : 1 would be 6 db. There are three sources of current

loss in each interstage which reduce this gain. As seen in Fig. 1(d), they

are:

(i) The transformer inductance LT and resistance RT which shunts

the emitter-base circuit of Q2 •

(ii) The emitter bias resistor R 2 which shunts the input circuit of Q2 .

This loss can be reduced at the expense of greater bias power.

(iii) The current gain of Qt « a < 1.

The total loss from these sources is 0.8 db so that the actual measured

gain per stage is 5.2 db.
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VIII. NOISE FIGURES

The amplifier of Fig. 5 lias its input impedance adjusted to 75 ohms
as indicated in Fig. (i. With this input circuit it is suitable for use as a

main IF amplifier. For use as a preamplifier, however, the input circuit

can be modified to improve the noise figure. Such a circuit is shown in

Fig. 12. Note that the turns ratio of the interstage transformer is 8:3.

The measurements reported below were made on the amplifier of Fig. 5

with the input circuit of Fig. 12 and using a diode noise generator. The
bias on the first stage was IE = 3 ma, VCb = — 7v.

Some amplifier noise figure measurements with W.E. 2X1195 transis-

tors in the input circuit are shown in Fig. 13. The curve is the noise

figure for the best of 5 transistors, and the amplifier noise figure is plotted

versus generator resistance. Also shown are the amplifier noise figures

for the f) transistors with a generator resistance of 70 ohms. These meas-

urements were made in a 0.7-mc band centered at 71 mc. At ~:0 me the

noise figure is typically 0.5 db lower and at 100 mc, 0.75 db higher.

It should be emphasized that these are amplifier noise figures and not

transistor noise figures. In such a broadband amplifier, care must be

taken to minimize the noise contribution of the second transistor. This
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accounts for the higher turns ratio of the interstage transformer. Use of

the transformer described in Section VI results in an increase of 0.5 db

in noise figure.

The noise contribution of the second transistor depends upon the

available gain of the preceding circuit,8 and the available gain depends

in part upon the generator impedance and the transformer turns ratio.

It is to be expected, then, that for narrower bandwidths the noise contri-

bution of the second transistor can be further reduced, since higher turns

ratios can be used with the corresponding increase in available gain of

the first stage.

For the broadband common-base amplifier the best noise figures are

obtained with transistors having low optimum source resistances. This

comes about because the available gain increases as the optimum source

resistance decreases, and the greater the available gain, the lower the

noise contribution of the second transistor. It follows that for best results

a low-noise transistor having a low optimum source resistance should be

used.

The effect of the input circuit of Fig. 12 on the frequency response of

the amplifier is quite small. With this input circuit the response was

measured using a 75-ohm source impedance and the response equivalent

to that of Fig. 9 was obtained by slight readjustment of the base lead

inductance in the second stage.

IX. AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL CIRCUIT

Wideband transistor IF amplifiers present special problems with re-

spect to AGC in that it is not always feasible to merely adjust the bias

to obtain gain control. The method presented here consists of an elec-
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tronically variable attenuator which can be inserted in the amplifier at

any suitable point. The attenuator is described schematically in Fig. 14

and is basically a T-pad formed by three diodes. The three diodes are

supplied with current at point A through the 750-ohm resistance. Tran-

sistor Qi controls the current through diode 3 which in turn controls the

current through diodes 1 and 2. The resistance of the diodes is a func-

tion of the current through them so the attenuation of the T-pad can be

controlled by adjusting the current in diode 3. This is done by applying

the AGC detector output to the emitter of transistor Q 3 .

If Q 3 is cut off, the current at point A splits between diodes 1 and 2,

making them low resistances; diode 3 becomes a high resistance. This is

the minimum-loss condition. When Q3 conducts heavily, all of the current

Fig. 16 — Wideband IF amplifier.
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at point A goes to diode 3, lowering its resistance and cutting off diodes

1 and 2. This is the maximum-loss condition. The reference diodes (TI-

050) provide a 4-volt bias that assures that diodes 1 and 2 can be cut

off and also provides collector voltage for Q 3 .

The frequency response of the attenuator is given in Fig. 15. These

curves show the variation in response relative to the 75-mc value as the

power input to transistor Qi (Fig. 14) is varied from -1 dbm to -31

dbm. For inputs greater than +3 dbm the response changes shape rather

than slope.

The minimum measured insertion loss of the circuit of Fig. 14 is 6 db.

The power consumption of the attenuator is 0.35 watt.

X. MECHANICAL ARRANGEMENT

The photograph of Fig. 16 shows the mechanical arrangement of one

section of the amplifier which has 41 db of gain. The transistors are

mounted inside the chassis to minimize stray inductances and to prevent

accidental grounding of the collector, which is connected to the transistor

header.

XI. DISCUSSION

It has been demonstrated that high quality wideband IF amplifiers

can be made using transistors. Such amplifiers arc capable of operation

over large temperature ranges and small input power. For instance, an

amplifier with a flat bandwidth of 50 mc, 90 db of gain, +12 dbm of

output power, 34 db AGC range, a noise figure of 6 db, and capable of

operation over a temperature range of —40°F to + 130°F is feasible.

Such an amplifier would require about 2 watts of bias power and would

contain 23 transistors and 6 diodes.

It is possible, of course, to trade one attribute for another. For in-

stance, a flat band extending to nearly 200 mc can be achieved at the

expense of increased bias power. If a narrower bandwidth is desired,

then the gain per stage can be increased. This can be done, for example,

by using two transformers per stage or using another type of transformer.

APPIONDIX

The input impedance of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1(c) is approxi-

mately

ZIN ttr e + Zb (l - a) (1)

where
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Ze (l - a) » Z L

Zc » Z L + Zb .

Now let

(V|)

and a ~ 1

1 + J7

7 = ///«

^. = n + yx6

Ar6 = oiLft = yw aLb = yXba

After these substitutions (1) becomes

7 _ (r« + V)(l + 7
2

J ~ (n + y
2Xba ) + J( 7ri' + yXba )z" ~ TTy (2)

Thus, by adding inductance L& in the base circuit the input impedance

is changed by the addition of the real term

[—

7

2X6„/(1 + 7
2

)] and the reactive term j[Xbay*/(X + 7*)]-

When the input impedance of the transistor becomes part of the peak-

ing circuit of Fig. 1(b), it becomes part of the resonant circuit formed by

C't , R\ , L, and Z/,v . The total inductance of this circuit will increase

and the total resistance will decrease with increasing frequency due to

the variation of Z/,v , thus changing the shape of the resonance curve.

The greatest effects will be observed at the higher frequencies.

The peaking circuit to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 1(b). The total

interstage capacitance is C T , stray inductance L, and inductance added

at base Lb . Ri is used to adjust circuit Q. The output current of tran-

sistor Q\ is I . The transformer has been assumed ideal.

h is the emitter current of Q-2 . Solving this circuit we get

h Ri + R,» + j(XLlN - Xc)

h -jX c
'

j

and substituting from (1) and (2)

r> , 1
' ?b + yXb . .

T
Ri + rc + rb -

„ + jh 1 + 7

(n + yXh)y , v
1 i

2
' * L1+7 - *]

-jXc (4)

RT - m + j(*y + XL - Xc)

-jXc
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2 (RT - m)
2 + (my + XL - Xcf

(5)

where

X 2
C

Rt = Ri + r e + n

n + ywLb

1 + T

7 = ///« •
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